STEP1 OFFER
For Financial Institutions Only

STEP1 is a clearing system proposed by European Banking Authority which enables you
to benefit from the EURO1/STEP1 directory.
BNP Paribas, as one of the main EURO1 clearing banks, offers a full euro clearing
service as well as being your settlement bank.
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Enables you to reach 250 european
banks and more than 2000 third party
banks
Low-cost access to the euro
clearing system
Easy implementation - requires only
minor technical adjustments of your
IT system
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Single cut-off time bank

Independence vis-à-vis the settlement

Flexibility with the international SWIFT
message formats

Centralisation of your liquidity position
with your settlement bank

The bank
for a changing
world

STEP1 PROCESSING
Sending STEP1 payments
STEP1 processing

Capacity Transfers

EURO1 processing
7:30 Step1 Start up

14:30

Step1 Cut-Off
Value D

14:40

Potential Net
Balance available
to banks

16:00

Step1 balances
at zero

Credit capacity

Debit capacity

Transfer capacity

EURO1 bank allows a credit
capacity from EUR 2 million to EUR
50 million. As soon as this capacity
is exceeded, payments are held in a
queue of non-processed payments.

To avoid systemic risk, your
position resulting from processed
payment messages must not be
negative; you have a “zero debit
cap”. Emitted payments beyond the
“Balance 0” are held in a queue
of non-processed payments.

As long as you have provided the
necessary cover for the “Potential
Net Balances” (calculated by the
system), messages will be released
and forwarded directly to the
beneficiary’s bank. These potential
balances have to be covered by
your settlement bank.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT YOUR RELATIONSHIP MANAGER.

The information contained in this document is correct as at the date of printing. It is distributed for information purposes only, it does not constitute a prospectus and is not and
should not be construed as an offer document or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any product or solution, to subscribe any service or to enter into any transaction described
in that document. This document does not and is not intended to constitute any investment or financial advice, and nothing contained herein shall be construed as an inducement
or recommendation of any form whatsoever. Recipients should obtain independent legal, financial and other professional advice as regards its decision to buy or sell any product
or solution, to subscribe any service or to enter into any transaction described herein. BNP Paribas will not be responsible for the consequences of any use of or reliance upon any
information contained herein or for any omission or error.
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